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Welded Metal Tool Chest 

Welded Metal Tool Chest with drawers. The Welded Metal Tool Chest includes 

smooth sliding ball bearing drawers, and powder coating treatment, ensuring that the 

product has a longer life. 

 

 

 

Welded Metal Tool Chest 

CYJY offers a wide range of Welded Metal Tool 

Chest that are designed to meet the needs of both 

professionals and DIY enthusiasts. Our Welded 

Metal Tool Chest are known for their high-quality 

construction, durability, and functionality. 
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Feature 

Including 1 large drawers and 15 small drawers 

Fully extended ball bearing drawer slides with a load capacity of 60kg 

Aluminum handle 

Used for chemical-resistant/anti-rust powder coating treatment 

Aluminum drawer handle with end cover prevents scratches 

Aluminum handle on top cover 

The gas strut on the top chest is used to open and close the lid 

Drawer lock 

Customizable LED lights, USB interface 

 

 

Brand Name CYJY 

Series Modern 

Material High Quality Cold Roller Steel 

Color Green/Blue/ Customize 

Surface Power Coated 

MOQ 1Set/Sets 
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Handles Stainless 

Delivery Time 25-30 days 

Usage Garage Store Tools 

 

About Company 

At CYJY, we love every passion and interest on Earth because it is a reference to your 

STYLE. And to spread exactly that...is our core vision: 

To help you Express Yourself. To support you at BEING YOURSELF. 

Since we know you want all sorts of custom products, we got you covered with highly 

professional suppliers and production houses that we keep in close contact with and vet 

daily so that they fulfill CYJY's intense election process. 

 

https://www.chrecary.com/about.html
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No matter where you are, who you are, and what you are passionate about we want to 

be able to provide you with custom products that help you Express Yourself...to help you 

express who you really are! 

That's why in CYJY you will find a custom collection for every profession, hobby, sport, 

passion, or anything you might think of. 

So whatever you're looking for, we plan to have it there for you. And if it's not, then hit us 

up and let us know, so we can negotiate or timely processing for you in no time. We are 

and would like to be here for YOU for a lifetime. 

Whatever you need, it's right here on CYJY. 

Our Guarantee 

 

Insured Worldwide Shipping: 

Each order includes real-time tracking details and insurance coverage in the unlikely 

event that a package gets lost or stolen in transit. 

Money Back Guarantee: 

If your items arrive damaged or becomes defective within 30 days of normal usage, we 

will gladly issue out a replacement or refund. 

Safe & Secure Checkouts: 

We use state-of-the-art SSL Secure encryption to keep your personal and financial 

information 100% protected. 

 

FAQ 

Q: Is tool chest necessary? 

A: A tool chest is more than just a place you can store your tools. It's an important part of 

your arsenal no matter what level of proficiency. In other words, whether it's DIY, or a 

professional car garage, a decent tool chest is an absolute must. 

 

Q: What should I look for in a tool chest? 

A: Models with heavy-duty welded steel construction are very durable. Integrated locks 

help keep your tool collection secure. Look for convenience features such as surge 

protectors, tool box organizer trays and USB charging ports. Save space and opt for 

stackable stationary chests that fit over matching wheeled cabinets. 

 


